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Common observation:

Large random objects
tend to look alike.

Common problem:

What do they 
look like?

Common approach:

Count them and
take limits.



Todayõs large random objects:

Permutations of {1,é,n}for large n
(or those with some given property).

What sort of ògrossó property do we
care about for large permutations?

Perhaps pattern densities?

Example pattern:
132

Example permutation:
6214537_  _  _  _    __  __  _  _  __  

Pattern density ȉ(Ù,ŵ) := #occurrences/ ( )  n  
k  

Thus, here, ȉ(132,6214537) = 4/ = 4/35( )  7  
3   .



A permuton is a probability measure on [0,1] 2 with uniform marginals
(AKA doubly -stochastic measure, or two -dimensional copula).

permutation
15324

permuton 
ǿ(15324)

Every permutation ŵ provides a corresponding permuton ǿ(ŵ).



òurbanó permuton ǿ(ŵ) for
a random ŵin S1000

uniform permuton

A sequence of permutations converges if their permutons
converge in distribution , i.e., their CDFõs converge pointwise.

The CDF of ǿis G(x,y) := ǿ([0,x] x[0,y]) .



To each permuton ǿis associated a probability measure ǿn on Sn:

1.  Pick n i.i.d. points from ǿ

2.  Sort them by x-coordinate

3.  Record the permutation given
by the y-coordinates.

231



The density of a pattern Ùof length k in a permuton ǿ
is just ǿk(Ù).

2Úu<xÚv>y g(u,v)g(x,y) du dx dv dy 

For example, the 21-density, AKA the inversion density of ǿ, is

provided ǿis lucky enough to have a density g.

Thm [Hoppen, Kohayakawa, Moreira, Rath & Sampaioõ13]:

Although ȉ(ŵ) is not exactly equal to ȉ(ǿ(ŵ)),

(1) A permuton is determined by its pattern densities;

(2) Permutons are the completion of permutations
in the (metric) pattern -density topology.



Examples of permutons:

(1)  Take n-1 steps of a random walk on the real line
with symmetric, continuous step distribution, and

let Ùn be the induced permutation on values.



(2)  Permutons that describe permutations encountered at 
stages of a random sorting network (Dauvergne, Virag) .



(3) Some singular permutons



Factorial size, i.e., |S| ~ n!ehn .

Example: Permutations ŵwith 
pattern density ȉ(132,ŵ) = 1/8 .

(Marcus/ Tardos õ04)

Two òtiersó of sizes for subsets S of Sn

Exponential size, i.e., |S| ~ ecn .

Example: Permutations ŵwith 
pattern density ȉ(132,ŵ) = 0.

òEntropyó ɥ[ -Ð,0] òCatropyó ɥ[0,+Ð]

h = h(S) :=    (log| S| ðlog n!) 1
n
_ c = c(S) :=     log| S|1

n
_

-> nonsingular permutons -> singular permutons



Let ǿ be a permuton.  Then the entropy of ǿn is 

h(ǿn) =×-ǿn(Ù) logǿn(Ù)
ÙȗSn

Example:  the entropy of the uniform distribution on Sn is log n!.

Definition:  the permuton entropy is

H(ǿ) := lim   (h(ǿn) ðlog n!) 1
n
_

n->Ð

Thm: H(ǿ) = ÚÚ-g(x,y) log g(x,y) dx dy

with H(ǿ) = -Ð if g log g is not integrable or ǿhas no density.



Sample entropie s 

H = -Ð H = 0 H = -log5

Permuton entropy is never positive, 
and = 0 only for the uniform measure. 



Large deviations principle:

(various versions and proofs due to 
Trashorras õ08, Mukherjee õ15, and KKRWõ19.)

Thm:  Let Ǭbe a òniceó set of permutons, with   
Ǭn = {ÙȗSn: ǿ(Ù) ȗǬ}.  Then

lim   log(| Ǭn|/n!) = sup H (ǿ).1
n
_

n->Ð ǿȗǬ

Variational principle:

To describe and count permutations with
given properties (e.g., with certain fixed

pattern densities), find the permuton with
those properties that maximizes entropy .



Example: Fix the density ȉof the pattern 12.

There are lots of permutons with density ȉof the pattern 12,
but thereõs a unique one ŀȉof maximum entropy.

A uniformly random permutation of {1,é,n} with 
density ȉof the pattern 12will òlook likeó ŀȉ

for large n (i.e., its permuton will be close to ŀȉ).



Permutons with fixed 12 density

There is an explicit density for ŀȉ(Starr õ09):



Baranyaiõs Lemma:   The entries of any real matrix with integer
row and column sums can be rounded to integers in such a way

that the row and column sums are preserved. 

One bit of combinatorics:

Used to construct permutations that
approximate a permuton with given density. 

Our LDP proof:  mostly analysis.
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The òscalloped
triangleó

(Razborov).
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The òanviló
(Huang et al.,
Elizalde et al. )


